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DEATH END RE;QUEST 2 ARRIVES
FOR PS4 & STEAM THIS SUMMER

LOS ANGELES, CA., June 5, 2020 – Can Mai find the dark secrets that lurk beneath Le Choara? We are 
excited to announce that the horror-inspired RPG, Death end re;Quest™ 2, will arrive physically and 
digitally for PlayStation®4 and on Steam® this Summer! The sophomore release for the Steam version 
includes the original Death end re;Quest™ Glitch costumes, which appear during battle. The Steam 
version also includes English, Japanese, Traditional Chinese, and Simplified Chinese subtitles.

In collaboration with the scenario writer of the Corpse Party series, Makoto Kedouin, and the 
character designer of the original Death end re;Quest, Kei Nanameda, Death end re;Quest 2 is a 
sequel that asks the question: What happens when reality is consumed by darkness?
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Key Features
Overkill Brings Huge Rewards – The Overkill system is an added feature where characters can stack 
damage beyond the health of an enemy for bonus experience! Try to inflict as much damage to all the 
monsters for bigger rewards.

Beware of the Berserker – During dungeon exploration and battle, a faceless, black figure will appear 
out of nowhere. The figure will also display an area of attack once it appears. Mai and her squad must 
step away from the Berserker’s area of attack, as it will instantly kill anyone with one single blow. Run 
away from the Berserker in the dungeon or defeat all the existing monsters in the battlefield to 
escape!

Day n’ Night – Mai will need to explore the town of Le Choara during the day and speak with the 
townspeople to find out clues as to where her sister is. By night, Mai will fight her way through dark 
creatures stylized in a turn-based RPG. Experience the story through the lens of a visual novel during 
the day and battle it out against horrific creatures by night!

Don’t Call it a Knockback – The Knockback system is back in Death end re;Quest 2, but this time, Mai 
and her squad can smack Shadow Matter even harder! Combo your attacks by flinging monsters to 
other party members!©2020 IDEA FACTORY / COMPILE HEART All rights reserved. 
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Product Information
Title: Death end re;Quest™ 2
Platform(s): PlayStation®4, Steam®
Release Date: Summer 2020
Release format: PS4 – Physical & Digital, 
Steam - Digital
Publisher: Idea Factory International
Genre: RPG
Player(s): 1
Voiceover options: Japanese and English
Language format: PS4 – English, Steam – English, 
Japanese, Traditional Chinese
ESRB/PEGI/USK/ACB: M/TBA/TBA/TBA

contact: pr@ideafactoryintl.com

Head to ifi.games/death-request-2 for more information

About Idea Factory International, Inc. Idea Factory International was first established in September 2013 as an information hub for the Japanese company Idea Factory Co., Ltd., and is now the publisher of fine titles including the Hyperdimension Neptunia™ 
Re;Birth series, its spinoffs, and otome games like Amnesia™: Memories and Hakuoki™: Kyoto Winds. IFI has worked and continually strived to provide high-quality Japanese ports on multiple platforms including the PlayStation®Vita, PlayStation®4, Steam® and 
most recently, the Nintendo Switch™. We will continue providing localized media to fans worldwide in conjunction with Idea Factory Co., Ltd., with a focus on strengthening the Idea Factory brand around the globe.

Story
Mai Toyama seeks an escape from her traumatic past. She enrolls at Wordsworth, an all-girl’s 
dormitory situated in the small, mountainous town known as Le Choara where it was rumored that 
her sister, Sanae, was last seen. Hopeful, Mai seeks to find her kin, but she soon finds terrifying 
inhabitants which lurk throughout the town after dark. At night, Le Choara’s streets are filled with 
Shadow Matter—a horrific group of menacing creatures. Around every cobblestone corner, Mai 
discovers that her hope of finding her sister lies beneath the long-buried secrets which haunt Le 
Choara.
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